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ABSTRACT
Image slicing is a powerful technique in astronomy. It allows the instrument designer to
reduce the slit width of the spectrograph, increasing spectral resolving power whilst retaining
throughput. Conventionally this is done using bulk optics, such as mirrors and prisms, however,
more recently astrophotonic components known as photonic lanterns and photonic reformatters
have also been used. These devices reformat the multimode input light from a telescope into
single-mode outputs, which can then be re-arranged to suit the spectrograph. The photonic dicer
(PD) is one such device, designed to reduce the dependence of spectrograph size on telescope
aperture and eliminate modal noise. We simulate the PD, by optimizing the throughput and
geometrical design using SOAPY and BEAMPROP. The simulated device shows a transmission
between 8 and 20 per cent, depending upon the type of adaptive optics correction applied,
matching the experimental results well. We also investigate our idealized model of the PD and
show that the barycentre of the slit varies only slightly with time, meaning that the modal noise
contribution is very low when compared to conventional fibre systems. We further optimize
our model device for both higher throughput and reduced modal noise. This device improves
throughput by 6.4 per cent and reduces the movement of the slit output by 50 per cent, further
improving stability. This shows the importance of properly simulating such devices, including
atmospheric effects. Our work complements recent work in the field and is essential for
optimizing future photonic reformatters.
Key words: instrumentation: adaptive optics – instrumentation: spectrographs.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
To detect an Earth-like planet around a Sun-like star or an M-dwarf
using the Doppler technique requires sub-m/s radial velocity mea-
surements. These measurements allow us to probe the Goldilocks
zone, detecting the small planets that may harbour life (e.g. Mayor
et al. 2003; Quirrenbach et al. 2016). To achieve the required preci-
sion a highly stable spectrograph making carefully calibrated mea-
surements is required. Operating at the diffraction limit, (e.g. using
a single-mode (SM) fibre to feed the spectrograph) makes this task a
lot easier as the spatial profile of the input to the spectrograph is con-
stant with time (e.g. Coude´ du Foresto 1994; Crepp 2014; Schwab
 E-mail: tanagnos@lsw.uni-heidelberg.de
et al. 2014; Jovanovic et al. 2016). This is challenging, however, as a
telescope rarely produces a diffraction limited point spread function
(PSF), leading to large coupling losses. This means most current
astronomical spectrographs operate in the seeing limited, or multi-
mode (MM) regime and relaxing the alignment and telescope toler-
ances allowing efficient coupling of the telescope PSF. However, op-
erating in the seeing limited regime increases the required size of the
spectrograph.
The dependence of the spectrograph size on the telescope diam-
eter feeding it can be derived from fundamental relationships. In
its basic configuration, a dispersive spectrograph is composed of
an input entrance slit into which light is coupled from the target.
This is collimated by an optic and a dispersive element (e.g. grating
or prism) which separates the light chromatically. Finally an optic
is used to re-image the slit to the detection plane, which measures
intensity as a function of position, and since position corresponds
to wavelength one can measure the spectrum. The resolving power
C© The Author(s) 2018.
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of such a spectrograph is given by
R = λ
λ
= mρλW
χDT
, (1)
where λ is the central wavelength of observation, λ is the small-
est wavelength difference that can be resolved, m is the diffraction
order, ρ is grating ruling density, W is the illuminated grating length,
χ is the angular slit width, and DT is the diameter of telescope.
This relation can also be thought of as the number of spatial
modes that form a telescope PSF, which scales with the square of
the telescope aperture DT divided by the Fried seeing parameter r0
(Harris & Allington-Smith 2013; Spaleniak et al. 2013; MacLachlan
et al. 2017).
If the input of a spectrograph is not diffraction limited (i.e. χ >
λ/DT), the size of a given type of grating to be used in a spectrograph
depends on the telescope’s diameter. To maintain high-spectral re-
solving power (R > 100,000) on large telescopes, the spectrograph
must also become proportionally larger. Manufacturing errors of
such large components and difficulties stabilizing their performance
make it much harder to achieve very high measurement precision
(Bland-Hawthorn & Horton 2006).
Currently, the largest telescopes have primary mirrors around
8–10m in diameter and require spectrographs with metre squared
dimensions, weighing many tons in order to efficiently couple light
and achieve high-resolving power (e.g. Vogt et al. 1994; Noguchi
et al. 2002; Tollestrup et al. 2012). The Extremely Large Telescopes
(ELTs) currently under construction, will be an order of magnitude
larger and a challenge for conventional spectrograph designs (Cun-
ningham 2009; Mueller et al. 2014; Zerbi et al. 2014).
To reduce the size of the instrument, the number of modes can
be reduced using adaptive optics (AO). In particular extreme AO
systems can deliver a close to perfect diffraction limited PSF (> 90
per cent Strehl ratio) in the H-band, though these are limited by a
narrow field of view and require a very bright guide star (e.g. Dekany
et al. 2013; Agapito et al. 2014; Macintosh et al. 2014; Jovanovic
et al. 2015). Not all telescopes are equipped with an extreme AO
system that can provide a high-Strehl PSF, and they cannot provide
this level of performance at visible wavelengths.
For non-diffraction-limited systems another approach to reduce
size is spatial reformatting of the coupled target into a slit ge-
ometry, commonly known as image slicing (e.g. Weitzel et al.
1996, and references therein). The input can be manipulated and
smaller segments can then be fed to smaller, more stable instru-
ments (Allington-Smith et al. 2002; Hook et al. 2004; Harris &
Allington-Smith 2013).
Over the last decade astrophotonic devices have also been used
to perform a similar function to image slicing, however, currently
there are no devices, to our knowledge, that preserve spatial infor-
mation. Examples of this technique include PIMMS (the Photonic
Integrated Multimode Micro Spectrograph) (Bland-Hawthorn et al.
2010), an ultrafast laser inscription (ULI) device in conjunction
with a multicore fibre (Thomson et al. 2011); the Photonic TIGER
concept which is a multicore fibre feeding a spectrograph (Leon-
Saval, Betters & Bland-Hawthorn 2012); and the photonic dicer
(PD), a ULI photonic spatial reformatter (Harris et al. 2015). They
are all composed of a combination of optical fibre-guided wave
manipulations and transitions, which were developed from the (PL;
Leon-Saval et al. 2005; Leon-Saval, Argyros & Bland-Hawthorn
2013; Birks et al. 2015). The device converts the MM PSF from
the telescope to many SM inputs to feed the spectrograph (Cveto-
jevic et al. 2009, 2012). Initially PLs were developed using fibres
(e.g. Yerolatsitis, Harrington & Birks 2017), but later other groups
manufactured them as integrated devices using different techniques
(e.g. Thomson et al. 2011; Spaleniak et al. 2013).
Potentially one of the largest advantages of working in the SM
regime is the elimination of modal noise in the spectrograph, al-
lowing more precise calibration (Probst et al. 2015). Modal noise
is caused by the temporally varying MM input to the spectrograph,
resulting in a change of the measured barycentre for a given wave-
length. This translates into spectrograph noise and thus is a major
limiting factor for precise spectroscopic measurements using MM
fibres (e.g. Lemke et al. 2011; Perruchot et al. 2011; McCoy et al.
2012; Bouchy et al. 2013; Iuzzolino et al. 2014; Halverson et al.
2015). A single mode fibre acts as spatial filter eliminating the
modal noise as only the fundamental mode propagates (neglecting
polarization) and higher order modes radiate out in the cladding.
Using reformatters has been proposed to combine the throughput
of an MM system with the modal noise free behaviour of a SM
fibre, though recent papers have shown that the optical configura-
tion should be treated carefully for parts bringing in modal noise
causing the final system to not be modal noise free (Spaleniak et al.
2016; Cvetojevic et al. 2017). Finally, as mentioned above, the as-
trophotonic reformatters do not preserve imaging information as a
conventional image slicers do, however, for the purposes of high-
resolution spectroscopy this is not a problem. In order to maintain
a stable PSF they are usually placed after an MM fibre and scram-
bling/modal noise mitigation devices and spatial information is not
maintained (e.g. Quirrenbach et al. 2016).
In this paper, we compare the simulated performance of the PD,
a photonic reformatter tested on-sky by Harris et al. (2015) with
computer models. This astrophotonic spatial reformatter re-arranges
the coupled PSF into a diffraction-limited pseudo-slit output. It has
the potential to enable more precise high-resolution spectroscopic
measurements of astronomical sources, if it can be shown to be a
modal noise free design.
In Section 2 we describe the configuration parameters taken into
account for the simulated version of the PD. Then we present results
in Section 3, including the procedure followed and the techniques
used for the optimization. We discuss the results in Section 4 and
conclude in Section 5.
2 ME T H O D S
In order to calibrate future designs, and test their potential, realistic
simulation conditions are required. For this work, two tools were
combined to simulate the PD’s on-sky performance: SOAPY (Reeves
2016), a Monte Carlo AO simulation program, is used to model
the atmosphere and its impact on the performance of the PD; and
the finite-difference beam propagation solver BEAMPROP by RSOFT
Synopsys, which is used to model the PD itself.
The simulations were performed in two ways: First, SOAPY was
used to determine an AO-corrected output phase, which could then
be used as an input for the BEAMPROP software, and secondly using
the on-sky data from Harris et al. (2015) as the input (real). In order
to identify areas of improvement, these two methods are compared.
2.1 SOAPY configuration
SOAPY was configured to approximate the CANARY (Myers et al.
2008) parameters used on-sky for the PD tests (see Table 1). The
simulation was run in the same three AO modes as used on-sky,
namely closed-loop, tip-tilt, and open-loop. To match the on-sky AO
performance, the seeing parameter (Fried parameter – r0) was set
to a range of 0.09–0.11m, which is representative of the conditions
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Table 1. Simulation SOAPY input parameters.
Modes of AO operation
closed-loop open-loop tip-tilt
Parameters
Seeing (arcsec) 1.03 0.94 1.15
Instantaneous Strehl ratio (mean) 0.26 0.08 0.07
Long exposure Strehl ratio (mean) 0.12 0.01 0.01
Fried parameter r0 (m) (@1550 nm) 0.1 0.11 0.09
Atmosphere layers 5 5 5
DM integrator loop gain tip-tilt 0.3 0.001 0.3
DM integrator loop gain Piezo 0.3 0.001 0.001
Table 2. Comparison of ULI inscription parameters used in Thomson et al.
and Harris et al..
Parameters Thomson et al. Harris et al.
ncl (@1550 nm) ∼ 1.49 ∼ 1.49
Pulse Energy (nJ) 165 251
Pulse repetition rate (kHz) 500 500
Pulse duration (fs) 350 (1047 nm) 460 (1064 nm)
encountered during the on-sky experiments described in Harris et al.
(2015). In the first step, SOAPY is used to produce 12 000 near-infrared
(NIR) data frames, each with an exposure time of 6 ms. The science
camera parameters of the SOAPY output frames were 128 x 128 pixels,
covering 3.0 arcsec, just under 10 times the angular size of the PD
on-sky. Unlike the on-sky camera data, these frames contain both
phase and amplitude information, which was found to be essential
to the simulation accuracy and is detailed in Section 3.1. These
SOAPY frames were used as an input to BEAMPROP.
2.2 BEAMPROP configuration
Each frame from SOAPY was then used as an input for BEAMPROP; the
angular size of the PD was set to 321 mas. For these simulations the
PD architecture was as described in MacLachlan et al. (2014) and
is shown in Fig. 2. BEAMPROP requires refractive indices for both the
core and cladding of the device. The cladding is a borosilicate glass
(Corning, EAGLE200), which has a refractive index ncl of ∼1.49
at 1550 nm. As no refractive index measurements were made of
the waveguides in the PD, this value is taken from Thomson et al.
(2011). The value  = ncore−nclad
ncore
≈ 1.76 × 10−3, is expected to be
close to the waveguides in the PD, but due to differences in the
inscription parameters, small variations are expected (see Table 2).
By default, BEAMPROP does not take into account the material
propagation loss. For our simulations, we ran tests using losses of
0.1 dB/cm (Nasu, Kohtoku & Hibino 2005), though this was shown
to be small in comparison to the losses due to geometrical changes
(< 2 per cent over the PD length). However, this will need to be
taken into account in future modelling with more efficient devices.
To increase the accuracy of the simulations, introducing noise to
the step refractive index profile of the waveguides was considered,
similar to that measured by Thomson et al. (2011) (see Fig. 1). This
greatly increased simulation time and the differences in efficiency
between noisy and noiseless waveguides were found to be minor (<
0.001 per cent). Thus simulations were performed without taking
into account noise in the refractive index profile of the waveguides.
Figure 1. Colour map showing the refractive index profile of a noisy waveg-
uide.
Figure 2. The Photonic Dicer 3D design in the RSOFT CAD environment.
The colours indicate the 5 different transition planes used.
2.3 Throughput calculation
In order to calculate the total throughput (Ttot) of the PD, the ratio
of the flux in the slit output (Fslit) to that of the input field (Fref)
was taken for each of the science frames. As BEAMPROP does not take
into account any size differences in images, a constant k is used to
normalize the input and output spatial sizes of the fields as they
were different; this results in
Ttot = Fslit(i)
Fref(i) × k , i = #f rames. (2)
2.4 Dicer plane optimization
The PD was designed in 2013, without the ability to do the full sys-
tem modelling available using our software suite. This means that
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Figure 3. Histogram plot of throughput measurements in the three different
AO modes, with each mode containing 12 000 simulation results binned by
a factor of 60. In order of correction, red shows closed-loop, green shows
tip-tilt correction, and blue shows open-loop.
there are potential optimization possibilities that were not taken into
account. To investigate this, we use a Monte Carlo simulation rou-
tine built into BEAMPROP to calculate the relative losses for different
propagation planes (see Fig. 2), changing the size of the PD to the
optimal one.
In order for the transitions to have low losses, they should be
gradual (Birks et al. 2015). However, as using ULI results in rela-
tively high material and bend losses these transition losses need to
be balanced against length.
Simulation results for the optimal device (see Fig. 6) show that
the optimal PD length is shorter than the constructed one by several
mm, leading to greater throughput and a more compact design.
3 R ESULTS
3.1 Throughput performance results
Here, the throughput results are presented from the simulation con-
figurations as described in Section 2. As stated above, the SOAPY
AO modes were configured to approximate the on-sky correspond-
ing performance. Consequently, the tip-tilt AO mode was adjusted
to perform worse than the open-loop case, in terms of correction,
by regulating the seeing/Fried parameter in our simulations (see
Table 1). Hence, simulations were performed using our produced
SOAPY data (phase and amplitude information provided) and real
on-sky images acquired in the focal plane at the input of the PD
provided by CANARY (Myers et al. 2008). As Canary uses an
InGaAs camera, only intensity is recorded, therefore for the simu-
lations a flat phase front (all phase = 0) and the square root of the
intensity (amplitude) is used.
The results of simulating 12 000 frames are shown in Fig. 3. For
closed-loop operation mode (full AO correction), the transmission
of the PD was measured to be 20 ± 2 ( per cent). In open-loop oper-
ation mode, the transmission was measured to be 8 ± 2 ( per cent);
and for tip-tilt correction results shown to be 9 ± 2 ( per cent).
The camera data taken from the on-sky run (real) were also sim-
ulated by BEAMPROP and the results are shown in Table 3. This shows
an overestimation of the throughput by a factor of ∼2. The reason
of this overestimated result is the absence of phase information in
the on-sky data fields and as a consequence BEAMPROP considers
zero-phase everywhere.
Table 3. Fractional throughput results comparing theoretical simulations
and on-sky conditions. The incorrect results for real measured input data +
BEAMPROP show a factor of two overestimation because BEAMPROP assumes
zero phase if phase information is not provided; this highlights the impor-
tance of having phase information of the input beam in the simulations.
Data and results
AO mode On-sky SOAPY On-sky
+BEAMPROP +BEAMPROP
closed-loop
( per cent)
20 ± 2 20 ± 2 45 ± 2
tip-tilt ( per cent) 9 ± 2 9 ± 2 20 ± 2
open-loop ( per cent) 11 ± 2 8 ± 2 24 ± 2
Figure 4. Throughput measurements of the simulated PD slit end versus
the amount of light coupled at 321 mas (the square entrance of the device as
configured in BEAMPROP). This is shown for the simulated data of SOAPY (bold
colour) and on-sky results (transparent) in all three AO operating modes.
Note that the number of points are binned by a factor of 60 into 200 points
from the 12 000, for each AO mode.
As with Harris et al. (2015) we also investigated the ratio of
output power in the slit to input power coupled to the PD, in order
to calculate a value of light transmitted through the PD. To do this,
the ensquared energy (EE) at the input of the PD was calculated
and plotted against the corresponding throughput. Fig. 4 shows the
result of this; as in Harris et al. (2015) we see a positive linear
correlation of EE with calculated slit output power. The black line
shows where the input EE and output throughput are equal. Some
values are close to equal; this is due to evanescent field coupling
which is further explained in Section 4.3.
For a better understanding of the coupling efficiency EE, the
ratio between closed-loop and tip-tilt correction was calculated and
plotted versus the device’s MM entrance input size for averaged
SOAPY and real data images (Fig. 5). This figure illustrates that
the EE under closed-loop mode is higher than that of tip-tilt by
a factor of ∼ 2.8 for real and ∼ 2.4 for SOAPY data. This factor
varies inversely with the spatial size of the sampling as a function
of overall throughput.
3.2 Optimization results
In order to optimize the PD, the average of the real and imaginary
parts of the electric field of the frames from a closed-loop data set by
SOAPY was chosen. Using this as an input, a Monte Carlo simulation
was performed on the PD, optimizing each of its transition planes
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Figure 5. The relation of closed-loop and tip-tilt AO mode ratios of EE as
a function of spatial scale (square box centred), plotted for both simulated
(SOAPY) and on-sky averaged data (real). The PD square entrance size is
represented by the blue vertical line.
Figure 6. Co-added computed power enclosed inside the 36 waveguides
as a function of the propagating length. Vertical solid black lines indicate
the five transition planes of the device as it was originally built, and vertical
dashed black lines represent the optimized locations of the planes. This is
shown for the three AO operating modes in three different colours (constant
lines for default PD (a) and dashed lines (b) for the optimized version corre-
spondingly). Computed powers are normalized according to the maximum
of each AO modes. Averaged frames of all three AO modes were used as an
input. Power fluctuations are discussed in Section 4.3.
for throughput by scanning for different lengths among the five
transition planes of the device. The results of this are shown in
Fig. 6. In this figure, throughput results from simulations with the
optimized and unoptimized versions of the PD using all of the three
AO modes as an input are plotted against the propagation length of
the device. The solid and dashed lines represent the unoptimized
and optimized PD, respectively. In this illustration, we notice the
shorter more efficient version of the PD, as well as the high-coupling
losses at the entrance input of the device, where the PL section is
located. That means the transition can be further improved to be
more adiabatic and thus lower in loss.
Figure 7. Top panel: Near-field averaged image (intensity) of the slit from
BEAMPROP simulations (@1550 nm). Middle panel: MFD of the slit pro-
file including 1σ errors from individual frames. Bottom panel: Near-field
barycentre shifts across the slit.
3.3 Modal noise results
To investigate whether our theoretical PD was subject to modal
noise, we performed two analyses. The first is similar to a classical
modal noise experiment, where the measured barycentre of the slit
moves (Rawson, Goodman & Norton 1980; Chen, Reynolds & Kost
2006). To do this we chose a single wavelength and examined the
stability of the near-field image of the slit using our SOAPY produced
images as an input. The second is a more recently discovered phe-
nomenon, namely periodic variations of throughput as a function
of wavelength, due to modal mismatch in the reformatting devices
(Spaleniak et al. 2016; Cvetojevic et al. 2017).
To check the stability of the slit, the intensities of output frames
from the simulations were averaged. The variation of the mode field
diameter (MFD) and its barycentric position were calculated to look
for disturbances of the coupled field that are translated to a different
speckle pattern at the slit output. Fig. 7 presents the analysis results
of the PD. In the top panel the averaged slit image (intensity) from
BEAMPROP is illustrated. The middle panel shows the MFD of the
slit profile calculated from the Gaussian fit, and the bottom panel
depicts the barycentre position of the MFD calculated across the
slit. Measurements of the barycentre movement are presented as
a portion of one-thousandth of the core diameter (d/1000). Results
show a mean variation of 1.2 μm (10 per cent of the averaged MFD)
in the MFD dimension, while the semi-amplitude barycentre vari-
ation was found to be of the order of 2 × 10−4 (d/1000). It should
be noted that the simulations did not include any manufacturing
errors in the straightness of the slit. These variations degrade the
spectral resolving power and introduce noise and uncertainties in
the produced spectra.
Measurements of the throughput were performed in two wave-
length regimes; in the first one covering the 1545–1555 nm wave-
length range with 0.1 nm steps to approximate a typical low-
resolution spectrum (R ∼ 15.500), and in the second one covering
the 1554.5–1555.5 nm wavelength range with 0.01 nm steps cor-
responding to a typical high-resolution spectrum (R ∼155.000). It
should be noted that the launch mode profile remained the same in
those simulations for all wavelengths, namely a 50 μm (MFD @
1/e2) representative of a diffraction-limited input injected into the
entrance of the PD. Normalized throughput results are presented in
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Figure 8. Throughput performance of the PD as a function of wavelength
for low-spectral resolution scanning with steps of 0.1 nm (R ∼ 15.500),
and high-spectral resolution scanning with steps of 0.01 nm (R ∼ 155.000).
Inset: High-spectral resolution magnified.
Fig. 8, where it can be seen that there is no significant variation
of throughput with wavelength, both for high- and low-resolution
simulations.
4 D ISCUSSION
4.1 Adaptive optics performance
In order to match the performance for each AO operation mode, the
data sets from SOAPY were compared to the corresponding on-sky
ones. By comparing the EE within a growing box starting from
the centre of averaged data frames as a function of square box
spatial dimensions, we matched our simulated to on-sky ones. We
found most results converged for the same AO parameters as on-
sky, though the mean seeing value of all AO modes used in SOAPY
was 1.04 arcsec instead of the 0.7 arcsec as seen on-sky (see Table
1 & Harris et al. 2015). This might be caused by various factors,
including the unstable atmospheric conditions on-sky, vibrations
due to electronics in the telescope, and the impact of the wind
on the telescope dome and around its components. This raises the
question of how best to optimize future simulations and what data
to take for future on-sky tests. Future work will involve adding
more noise to our simulations to try to better compare our results
with on-sky data. It should be noted also that the effect of changing
atmospheric conditions was considered in order to represent better
the on-sky conditions (see Fig. 6 and Table 1 by adjusting the seeing
parameter in each AO mode).
4.2 F-ratio calibration
Harris et al. (2015) state that the relative scaling between the cal-
ibration and main arms of their experiment configuration had a
magnification mismatch. This was caused by errors in focal length
calculation due to the extremely short focal length ∼ 4.5 mm lenses
that imaged the PSF generated by CANARY on to the PD entrance.
Our initial tests were performed with their plate scale of 7.96 arc-
sec mm-1 (a PD entrance aperture of 405 mas), which led to an
underestimation of the on-sky throughput performance. Following
further investigation, we concluded that a plate scale of 6.37 arc-
secs mm-1 (PD entrance aperture of 321 mas) produced a much
better-fitting of the resulting throughput compared to the on-sky re-
Figure 9. (a–c) Colour map images (logarithm of intensities) of the SOAPY
closed AO mode input data at the left together with the corresponding
reformatted output of the PD at the right, for three different EE coupled to
device spatial simulation domain, (a – full field) and (b – cut field) 42.05
per cent of the full frame, (c – cut-inside field) 57.94 per cent of the full
frame. The simulated spatial domain for each of the six frames is 438× 138
μm.
sults. With the appropriate corrections on magnification, we found
that their results fit ours. As their lenses had short focal lengths, it
is likely that their scaling has large errors, which leads to the mis-
match. In future on-sky experiments it would be extremely useful
to have accurately characterized optical designs.
4.3 Evanescent field coupling
In Fig. 4 we see that the measurements with lower EE (and hence
less light into the PD) show a throughput closer to the input EE (a
higher device transmission); while when the EE was increased, the
fraction of light passing through the PD appears to drop.
To investigate this effect, a test was conducted with three data
frames from SOAPY, one in closed-loop mode, one in open-loop, and
one in tip-tilt (full field). As with our other simulations, this was
propagated through the PD and the throughput measured. The field
outside the PD was then set to zero and the simulation was re-run
(cut field). A third simulation was then performed with the field
inside the PD set to zero (Cut-inside field; see Fig. 9 – full, cut,
cut-inside field).
To calculate the relative throughput for each simulation per AO
mode, we use the following equation
Ttot = EEb × Tb + EEc × Tc
20.53% = 42.05% × 46.28% + 57.94% × 1.86%
9% = 16.06% × 49.07% + 83.94% × 1.34%
11.95% = 20.4% × 50.12% + 79.6% × 2.17%. (3)
Where EEa, b, c the percentage of the light in the partial simulation
(EEa = EEb + EEc = 100 per cent), and Tb, c the throughput in the
partial simulation.
The results from this are shown in Table 4. This result shows
that the light coupled into the PD was not coupled entirely at the
entrance to the PD. We can explain this as being due to the small
refractive index difference between core and cladding ( ≈ 1.76
× 10−3). This gives the PD a large evanescent field, which couples
light into the waveguides.
We looked into this further, by examining the partial power mon-
itors in RSOFT as the light propagated along the waveguides. Fig. 6
shows the normalized power within the waveguides. As expected,
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Table 4. Evanescent field contribution results (See Section 4.3).
Full field Cut field Cut-inside field
AO mode (Throughput) (EEb × Tb) (EEc × Tc)
closed-loop (%) 20.53 42.05 × 46.28 57.94 × 1.86
tip-tilt (%) 9 16.06 × 49.07 83.94 × 1.34
open-loop (%) 11.95 20.4 × 50.12 79.6× 2.17
Figure 10. Top panel: Near-field averaged image (intensity) of the sepa-
rated slit from BEAMPROP simulations. Middle panel: MFD of the slit profile
including 1σ errors from individual frames. Bottom panel: Measurements
of barycentre movement across the slit from individual frames.
this drops as the light propagates through the PD. However, in the
second to last section we see the power increasing slightly. This is
due to the power monitors in RSOFT not taking the evanescent field
of the waveguides into account. As the waveguides in the second to
last section are brought together, the evanescent field from each one
is coupled into the adjacent waveguide, which means the evanescent
fields overlap, increasing the measured power in the PD.
To summarize, our findings indicate that up to 2 per cent of the
light within the slit output originates from evanescent field coupling.
Thus, a slit mask should be used in front of the PD entrance if the
evanescent field is undesired depending on the scientific goals.
4.4 Modal noise
As we can see from the bottom panel in Fig. 7, the modal pattern in
the slit is not straight and has some limited residual movement even
though the slit was configured to be straight. This, as with modal
noise, will limit the spectral resolving power of the spectrograph,
though not to the same extent as with the modal noise in conven-
tional fibres (Chen et al. 2006). In order to prove that statement,
two experiments were performed to justify our hypothesis. First,
following the procedure as described in Section 3.3, the variation
of the MFD and its barycentric position were calculated for a de-
vice identical to the PD, though at the output level of the slit the
waveguides were separated and not touching each other. Secondly,
the same method was applied to a common circular MM fibre 50
μm in diameter with an NA = 0.22 and refractive index of the
core equal to 1.45. Results suggest that for the separated version of
the PD, barycentric movement is 50 per cent more stable than the
original version of the PD (semi-amplitude variation 10−4 (d/1000),
see Fig. 10), while for the MM fibre case the barycentre movement
Figure 11. Top panel: Typical near-field image of the 50 μm MM fibre out-
put from BEAMPROP simulations. Bottom panel: Measurements of barycentre
movement along the fibre y-axis (blue) and x-axis (red) from individual
frames.
of the average of the speckles that were calculated, is three orders
larger than the PD (semi-amplitude variation 2 × 10−2 (d/1000),
see Fig. 11) and qualitatively similar to results in the literature (e.g.
Feger et al. 2012).
It should be cautioned that, as noted in Spaleniak et al. (2016)
any imperfections in the manufacture of the slit will result in modal
noise due to movement of the barycentre of the MFD. Following
our results above, we would suggest (as already pointed out in the
aforementioned paper) separated slit cores, to allow reduction of
this modal noise.
We also see no variation in throughput with wavelength for the
PD, as seen with similar devices and wavelength regimes (e.g.
(Spaleniak et al. 2016; Cvetojevic et al. 2017)). This suggests our
device is free of noise caused by modal mismatch between compo-
nents (e.g. the mismatch between an MM fibre and PL in Cvetojevic
et al. (2017)).
5 C O N C L U S I O N S
We have conducted a theoretical study concerning the performance
of an existing astrophotonic component, the photonic dicer. We
make use of SOAPY, a Monte Carlo AO simulation program to model
the atmosphere and its impact on the performance of the device, and
BEAMPROP by RSOFT, a finite-difference beam propagation solver to
simulate the device itself. The simulated AO corrected PSFs were
used as an input to our replicated PD in RSOFT.
Our results matched the on-sky results well. Showing a simu-
lated throughput of 20 ± 2 per cent in closed-loop (compared to the
same value on-sky), 9 ± 2 per cent in tip-tilt (compared to the same
value on-sky), and 8 ± 2 per cent in open-loop (compared to 11 ±
2 per cent for on-sky). The slight variation is likely due to changing
atmospheric seeing during the course of the observations, which
were only partially reproduced in the simulation.
We also investigated the effect of modal noise on the PD. We
showed that although it is not completely modal noise free it should
show a reduction of three orders of magnitude as compared to a
standard MM fibre. This can also be improved by separating the
output slit, as suggested in Spaleniak et al. (2016).
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Further simulations were used to optimize the device and showed
a throughput improvement of 6.4 per cent. This shows the impor-
tance of fully simulating such devices, in particular with atmo-
spheric effects. Our simulations also revealed an error in magnifica-
tion at the input of the PD reported in Harris et al. (2015). A value of
7.96 arcsec mm-1 was reported for the plate scale while our inves-
tigation resulted in a plate scale of 6.37 arcsec mm-1. Optimizing
this will be important in future work for both the devices and also
the adaptive optics performance.
Our results suggest that detailed simulations are a valuable tool
for the design of new components for astronomy with the aim of
enabling more precise measurements, easier calibration of the ac-
quired data, and more compact instruments for future telescopes.
Simulations like ours can be used to estimate the on-sky perfor-
mance in non-ideal observing conditions.
Aims for future work include further optimization for better cou-
pling to the telescope PSF by repositioning of the PD entrance
waveguide positions and improvement of the transmission of the
device by a better manufacturing process.
Aims for the future include optimization of hybrid reformatter
(MacLachlan et al. 2017) with a high possibility of manufacturing
the improved device; though this is a much more computationally
intensive problem due to the different refractive indices of the com-
ponents.
Future plans for physical devices call for the development of
more efficient devices through manufacturing optimization and then
integration in a complete instrument.
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